Keeping turf in good condition can be more demanding than the toughest course. Scotts is here to help, with one of the widest range of turf care products on the market. For regular feeding of fine turf look no further than Greenmaster®. With ten granular and five liquid formulations to choose from you can exactly match your sward’s requirement whether it be for a balanced feed, a high K product, added trace elements or a special tonic.

Slow and controlled release nutrition is available from the Sierra range. Sierraform™ slow release fertilizer comes in six different analyses and is particularly suitable for sand-based greens whilst Sierrablen® controlled release fertilizer is the ideal choice to save you time and work as one application will feed your turf all season. For more information about these fertilizers or any other Scotts products talk to your local Area Sales Manager or call 01473 830492.

The Scotts Company is the leader in research, manufacturing and marketing of products for professional turf care, ornamental horticulture, field and vegetable production and domestic use. From bases in the U.S.A. and Europe, Scotts sells its products in more than 50 countries worldwide.
Great praise for Honorary Award

My reason for writing to you is two fold. Firstly, I would like to congrat-ulate Mr Jim Arthur on his award of Honorary Membership of BIGGA. For some of us, the name of Mr Jim Arthur is British and international golf greenkeeping and as such this is a most fitting award.

Secondly, I would like to thank the association for giving this award. During my time in greenkeeping I have noted on many occasions that either verbally in discussions with or when I have read interviews with some of our most respected Course Managers, they would be strong in their praise and respect for Mr Arthur. This respect I believe comes from their many years working with Mr Arthur and watching their courses improve under his guidance.

We, as an industry, are very fortunate and owe a huge debt to Mr Arthur for writing his book for all of us to study and benefit from. Now with this award, I hope we will have many opportunities to discuss greenkeeping for many years to come with the man in person.

Gordon Irvine MG, Mill Ride GC

Experience of a lifetime in Canada

Gordon and I have just returned from Ottawa. Because we made so many friends at the CGSA in Toronto last year, we were determined to return and renew our friendships. Now, we are equally determined to visit Vancouver in 2001. I shall start saving up now because for me the trip was well worth it.

The ladies’ programme is an extremely good way to meet people and at the same time enjoy new experiences. They are a great bunch of people who make you feel very welcome. If you have the opportunity try to get on the trip with your partner. I am told that the education programme was excellent and would be very good for UK greenkeepers, largely due to the fact that the Canadian Superintendents are working with the very best golf courses as we do. As for Vancouver, I’m told it’s a very beautiful place and quite spectacular, definitely an extremely popular venue with all the regulars from around Canada and America, and now the Swedish. The dates are February 24-27, 2001.

Marion Child, Churston

Environmental: Not eco-warriors

With regards to the Environmental Summit at Valderrama and the world attention in general on green issues, I believe we, the golf industry, are at the centre of what is a very important and emotive subject.

It is generally accepted that controls over chemical usage are being tightened and will continue to be so, therefore one must accept a need to use other means. An environmental approach is an avenue that may serve all parties; by encouraging wildlife which in turn can be incorporated into an integrated pest management programme and so be seen to be doing the right thing.

However, management of this style does come at a cost, and with budgets becoming ever tighter, environmental issues seem to be well down the list of priorities. The general planning and carrying out of such actions are left to enthusiastic individuals who use their own time and efforts to achieve results. This situation must change for us to go forward.

For these changes to become mainstream, we have to embrace a wider environmental educational programme, not just for greenkeepers, but for the golf watching public. The media are quick to show the negative side of golfsurfaces, maybe this can now be turned around and golf seen in its true light.

New Canadian friend offers BTME thanks

I can’t express my thanks for the hospital-ity that was extended to Dean Piller and myself at BTME 2000 in Harrogate. It was truly an unfor-gettable experience. The Conference itself was educational and professionally managed in its entirety. The BIGGA Staff could not have been more accom-modating, and the genuine friendliness of all the BIGGA members, both Superintendents and industry personal- nel, was overwhelming.

The invitations to all your social activities really made me feel like an honoured guest. The wind up ban-quet could not have been more fun (what a party). When I returned home I could not believe the collec-tion of business cards that I had from many European countries. Truly your conference is an international event. I will tell everyone to find a way to make the trip to participate in future BTME’s. The value this experience gave me will help guide me through the next three years of service with the CGSA.

I look forward to seeing the many new friends I made and please extend my thanks to the rest of the BIGGA staff for looking after me. In closing, I would just like to say how optimistic I got from the challenges that face our associations and its members when we discuss things together and the direct result of the trip for me is that the world has become a much smaller and friendlier place.

Simon Coles, Greenkeeper, The Kendleshire Bristol

Icy solution to winter greens damage

I have just glanced through this month’s edition of Greenkeeper Interna-tional and saw Peter Broadbent’s letter regarding spike problems. I wrote to him direct and included details about myself that may have been of interest to him. Below is my answer to his query.

Playing in frosty conditions is an emotive issue, but I never found any damage of green surfaces which were [ironically] built to be self protected solely to such play. Although black-ening of turf was noticeable on semi rough, fairways and tees etc I very rarely found any such marks on green surfaces. It is my view that as golfers walked on spikes and the surface was usually hard, their shoes stayed clear of the closely mown sward of a green. It can still form on studs whilst on the golf course? Perhaps the powers that be would like to redress the balance.

I can’t understand the reasons you give for such a request. 4 As the phenome-non would only be short lived, would it be a lot of effort for very little gain.

I also noticed that it only seemed to happen when the frost was not severe-le - the temperature was hovering at, or just below freezing point. This could be because of (*see note) water’s unique property of expanding (* or becoming less dense) between 4 and 0 degrees centigade. Therefore it has far more bulk than would otherwise be the case and builds up rapidly on golfers’ shoes. As you mention it forms a lump of soft ice on each stud, and, unless golfers remove all traces of it, before walking on the golf green, it can, as you say, cause severe damage.

It is worth noting that the slush can still form on studs whilst on the green. In my experience it seemed to form readily on metal studs and I can not think of a reason for it to form more readily on plastic studs. Unless of course it is linked to the fact that plastic is not as good a conductor of heat as metal. This could mean that the warmer plastic initially adds to the thawing of the frost.

P.N. Bettenshaw

(*Note) As far as I know, water is the only liquid that has such properties. All other liquids become denser until finally solidifying at their respective freezing points. The only other exception to this rule is Helium, which only liquefies at 4.2 degrees Kelvin (-269 degrees Centigrade). It never solidifies even at absolute zero, unless subjected to high pressure, i.e.25 atmospheres.

Jay Leach, Secretary/Treasurer, Canadian Golf Superintendents Association

Address your letters to the Editor, Greenkeeper International, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Alne, York Y061 1UF. You can also fax them to 01347 833801, or email them to reception@bigga.co.uk
Erosion issue questioned

I am surely not alone in questioning the doomsday forecasts of impending doom on our links courses as expressed at the St Andrews' Conference 'On course for change,' let alone statements which are debatable, such as that sea levels around our coasts have risen 15-20 cm in the past twenty years ie. less than one centimetre per year. I am sure that someone will tell us how such minute rises are measured - on the same lines as greenkeepers stating that they set their mowers by the inch - in terms of sections of a millimetre! Even in these computerised days, how can they measure such microscopic differences?

One thing is certain - that such pessimistic forecasts that climatic changes will destroy our famous links are made by "experts" on weather who know nothing about golf and less about coastal protection. They denigrate those who maintain that there are changes in weather patterns but there always have been for centuries. Prophets of doom and gloom all throughout the ages have usually always been confounded by events. At regular intervals over the past 200 years we have been told that there will be mass starvation as this earth of ours cannot produce enough food to feed exploding populations. Yet, today, the problems are all to do with distribution and very little to do with production. Whatever happened to the millennium bog?

The most sensible comment on weather changes was made to me by a senior officer at the Met office who said that we were dealing with imponderables and that rash forecasts of disaster based on straight line graphs are certain to be proved wrong by events.

Coastal erosion, by wind as well as waves, has been going on for centuries as for example at Dunwich in Suffolk where no less than eight churches lie behind the sea - the first going back to 800 AD and clearly that had nothing to do with global warming.

Virtually all coastal erosion is due to man's activities, varying from destabilisation of dunes by pedestrian traffic and scramble bikes, to off-shore or estuarine dredging, the construction of long jetties and co-ordinated defence schemes (which merely transfer the problem along the coast) and to altering the course of rivers. Global warming simply does not enter the equation.

It is simply not true to say that properly planned and comprehensive protection schemes are ineffective, though gales breach them. As someone who has been involved in such golf links schemes for over thirty years, I am the first to admit that in some cases I had to say that there was no answer, eg where a huge jetty had been built 20 miles away so altering the set of the tides that little could be done to save the sand, while in other cases the astronomical expense of a fully comprehensive scheme ruled it out, but in the main most schemes have worked well - especially where pedestrians have been banned.

One statement that our famous links will inevitably lose holes and have to migrate inland is demonstrably utter nonsense. In many areas there is nowhere to go. Furthermore our links courses have stabilised the dunes - and where this has not occurred, fairways have been buried in wind-blown sand. Talk of courses migrating inland as new dune structures cover the old are fiction, because not only would the courses be covered but also agricultural land and even housing.

Nearly all the evidence produced by these experts is capable of different interpretations is nothing new and will be contradicted by events. Almost always, unforeseen interrelated balancing influences reduce extreme effects.

Congratulations are due to those practical men who observe the effects of wind and tide and devise schemes which trap blowing sand or stop it being washed away and which work despite the scarcely concealed derision of the boffins. Admittedly, such schemes have to be planned on a broad scale and need regular attention but they work. The biggest worry is the sheer cost, though chestnut paving is far better than gabions in many cases and vastly cheaper. Here's a toast to such eminently practical stalwarts as George Brown at Turnberry and Cyril Sutherland at Brancaster whose effective measures have harnessed those very elements which threaten their courses. I have always valued the ideas of practical men and experts should do the same instead of dismissing them as amateurs. They should remember the first precept of problem solving namely correct observation, followed by correct deduction.

Many are good at the first but hopeless at the second. Of course we must note what is going on but the doom and gloom brigade need to accept that nature is a very tough and resilient old bird and can be constructive as well as destructive. I speak from a lifetime of working as a team with practical men on the ground as well as learned academics, some of whom were more than enough to go round with me and admit that an ounce of practice is worth a ton of theory!
A cut so fine you could easily be mistaken.

For championship greens, tees, fairways and the rough there can be no mistaking the perfect finish you get from a Textron Jacobsen or Ransomes mower. Every course that hosts The Open relies on Textron to produce the perfect playing surface. We'll be helping to prepare St. Andrews this year for the Millennium Open and Royal Lytham & St. Anne's, when the championship returns there in 2001.

Contact your local dealer or call Textron on FREEPHONE 0500 026208.
Heather Mackinnon is Head Groundsman at Murrayfield in Edinburgh, the home of the Scottish Rugby Union. Here in this Learning Experience article she compares her work at one of the world's leading sporting arenas to that of her colleagues in the golf sector.

The Scottish team have just finished training and are packing their bags ready to travel to Italy for their very first Six Nations Championship match. It has been rather hectic for the last few days with extra training sessions for the under 18's, under 19's, under 21's, the A squad and the National squad. It's a great challenge; never did it occur to me when I was working at Ratho Park Golf Club as a youth trainee greenkeeper that I would aspire to such a prestigious job.

When at school I detested the thought of working in offices or any form of indoor vocation. I wanted to work on turf, especially on a football ground. Unfortunately, when I left school, I could not find any opportunities in groundsmanship but was informed of a trainee greenkeeper position at Ratho Park Golf Club. Walking up the drive for the first time was rather daunting but it looked very impressive. The straight lines on the greens, the general presentation, I was hooked. I wanted to learn all about it and do all the operations a greenkeeper was expected to do.

I worked at the golf course for a year and found the job extremely varied and interesting. However I wanted to gain more knowledge and after making enquiries at my local college, Oatridge, I elected to go on a full time course for a National Certificate in Golf Course and Sportsground Maintenance and Management. While at Oatridge I was introduced to the Institute of Groundsmanship through Beverly Stevens, one of my lecturers. She encouraged me to attend the local branch meetings, which is where I first met Bill Elwood, the former Head Groundsman at Murrayfield, now the Facilities Manager. It was through attending meetings and showing an interest that I was given a chance to continue my career at Murrayfield after completing my studies at Oatridge.

Working at Murrayfield I was able to compare the practices that were carried out previously at Ratho and I found them to be very similar. Demands are very similar, although the games of rugby and golf are obviously very different; the principles of management, maintenance and presentation will be equally high on both...
the Head Greenkeeper's and the Head Groundsman's agenda. Both managers will be striving to ensure that their turf is at its absolute best at certain times of the year. Perhaps for greenkeepers it revolves around the club championship or the open week and for Groundsmen it may be towards an important cup match. More often than not a rugby Groundsman's life is spent trying to produce a quality pitch in the most adverse weather conditions, due to the season in which the sport is played. At the end of the season there follows an early summer renovation period, which is not without its difficulties.

The Greenkeepers event calendar, however, mainly majors around a busy summer with renovations in the spring and autum. The principles and practice of aeration and feeding continue for both sets of managers throughout the year, although as you would expect differences have to be allowed for, such as sward composition, pH levels, soil type and so forth.

After three years at Murrayfield I thought I needed to broaden my knowledge and gain experience in varying aspects of the industry. I have been very fortunate to work not only in maintenance of golf courses, but also in golf course construction and had the opportunity to work with some very large equipment. I was involved with the development of Elmwood College golf course and the initial maintenance of Strathmore Golf Centre. I then returned to maintenance with an appointment at King James VI Golf Course.

My time at Stewarts of Dalkieth was beneficial in realising the huge range of materials that are available for our industry. It also emphasised the value of communication and record keeping which is vitally important in my present role.

Murrayfield consists of 54 acres of land near the centre of Edinburgh where the climate is fairly dry compared with other parts of the country. I returned to the stadium in November last year and am enjoying the fresh set of challenges and problem solving. Since the introduction of professional contracts there has been a huge increase in the use of the training facilities, which in turn places increased demands on the staff. We regularly work many hours above a normal working week to meet the demands placed upon the ground staff.

The work schedule includes the maintenance of five rugby pitches plus an international pitch within the stadium. The outside pitches were rebuilt in 1993 using the Netlon reinforced turf system to facilitate car parking on match days or when concerts are held at the stadium. Three members of staff, including myself, maintain the pitches. The maintenance staff for the whole complex totals 14, made up of plumbers, joiners and painters.

The international pitch sits within a 67,500 all-seater stadium, which creates its own problems such as shade, airflow and humidity. As well as Rugby Union, the pitch is to be used for the Rugby League finals, American Football and concerts. Indeed, between March and May, out of nine weekends, only two see the International pitch not being used. The variation of events requires a great deal of line marking and blanking out depending upon the fixture. Posts require erecting and removing due to the alternating games from week-to-week between League, Union and American Football. The accuracy required for marking the American football pitch will be very demanding but the final presentation of the marked out pitch, complete with logos, will make it very worthwhile.

The available machinery and equipment has recently been given a terrific boost since the recent agreement between the Scottish Rugby Union and Textron. This means that we have the latest range of equipment with modern technology and engineering at our fingertips. We have access to a full range of Textron equipment whenever we require it. The machinery we keep at Murrayfield includes a 45 BHP Iseki tractor; two 25 BHP Iseki tractors, one with a front loader. Other equipment includes a Jacobsen LF-3810; a Jacobsen Triking a Cushman Turf-Trackster with a range of attachments; a number of E-Z-GO; two new Ransomes Mastiffs and a range of aeration equipment. We also have a 55 BHP Renault tractor complete with turf tyres and loading bucket. We complete all our own pesticide control, using a Hardi sprayer for fungicides, insecticides and herbicides.

The responsibility of the international pitch is a big challenge but I am very fortunate in having Bill Elwood, the Facilities Manager, with his vast knowledge of groundsmanship and especially Murrayfield, should I have any queries. In the run up to an international match we start preparing the pitch two weeks before by single rolling every day, using the Ransomes Mastiff mower. This operation produces a resilient surface suitable for the game of rugby. The week before the match the pitch is double rolled, as usual, and then all the cross markings, solid and broken lines are marked in. On the morning of the match a single roll is given across the pitch. The two touchlines and the five and fifteen broken lines are marked in. All lines are put in using a string line to ensure accuracy. The broken lines are marked in with a board and strings. The pitch is then flagged and the posts padded and sand buckets placed out for the kickers and that completes the preparation.

Throughout the match we stay on hand to deal with any emergency that may occur. After a match there will be repairs to the pitch. This is completed immediately the match has finished so that the divots repair easier and heal quicker, which is crucial with a busy
fixture list. On the day after the match we will use the soil reliever onto the pitch set to a depth of 150 mm (6 inches) to ensure we do not reach the under soil heating pipes. This will aid the recovery by removing the compaction caused by the rolling.

I am very fortunate to be able to drive into work and feel a great sense of pride, to be involved with the preparation at an International stadium and view the pitch in all its glory. The continuous increase in fixtures and demands upon the pitch ensures that we cannot sit back. The pressures are always there and we have the challenge to provide the best possible pitch for every occasion. My job as Head Groundsman to the Scottish Rugby Union, like any groundsman or greenkeeper, is extremely rewarding, though not without its pressures and difficulties.

It has taken me a couple of days to put this article together, the Scottish team are back after a defeat in Italy - I've heard it was the fault of the ball! I'm sure I have a great deal more to learn about rugby groundsmanship... and rugby players.
This month, Ken Richardson, promotes the BIGGA Essay Competition 2000, gives details on Learning Experience transcript options, and advises on ‘On the job’ training

BIGGA Essay Competition
The winner of the Head Greenkeeper/ Course Manager category in the BIGGA Essay Competition 1999 appears on page 63 of this magazine. The year could be your turn to win £500 and have your essay published in Greenkeeper International.

All you need to do is write between 1500 and 2000 words on ‘Managing Without Chemicals’ (is it possible? What are the consequences? How would you cope?)

Send your completed entries to Essay Competition, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Aire, York, YO61 1UE.

There are three categories:
1. Golf Course Managers/Head Greenkeepers and their Deputies.
2. Assistant Greenkeepers and Students aged 25 and under.
3. Assistant Greenkeepers and Students aged 25 and over.

The closing date for entries is Friday, October 27, 2000.

The Learning Experience 2000
Thanks to the continued sponsorship of Textron Turf Care and Specialty Products, the Learning Experience continues to provide quality education and training at very competitive prices. If you missed the National Education Conference or Seminar Programme in January, you can discover what happened by purchasing Written Transcripts, Videos or, new for 2000, Compact Disks.

Education Conference Written Transcripts cost £9 +£2 postage for each session.
Seminar Session Written Transcripts cost £3 +£2 postage for each session.
Education Conference CD ROM £22.50 +£2 postage.
Seminar Session CD ROM £22.50 +£2 postage.
Both Education Conference and Seminar Session CD ROM £40 +£2 postage.
Education Conference Videos all sessions £75 including VAT and postage
Education Conference Videos individual sessions £20 including VAT and postage
Seminar Session Videos all sessions £75 including VAT and postage
Seminar Session Videos individual sessions £20 including VAT and postage

Contact Sami at BIGGA House for an order form.

The Manager: Trainer and Coach
Regular readers will remember that I wrote several articles during 1999 on the Management Responsibilities of Course Managers/Head Greenkeepers and one area of responsibility was training. Most training that takes place on the golf course is ‘on the job’ with many Golf Course Managers already running training session for their staff and, in some cases, assessing competence on the completion of training.

What is involved in ‘On the Job Training’?

The first thing to ask is What do my staff need to know? This involves the use of a technique known as a Task Analysis. This simply means breaking the job down into its component parts and may be simple or more complex depending on the job. For example, Cutting a new hole is a straightforward process which requires few decisions except where to cut the hole. On the other hand, applying fertiliser can require a number of decisions to be made eg when, how, what, why. There are some basic steps that you need to take when you are conducting a training session. These are:

1. Summarise the whole procedure.
2. Put all of the component parts into context and how your training session relates to the job.
3. Check what they know already and identify gaps in their knowledge and skills.
4. Get them interested by explaining why the training is important.
5. Show them all the new tools, equipment and materials that will use and give them a list of ‘buzz’ words.

Content
1. Show your staff how to complete the task, using the procedure that you identified in your task analysis.
2. Put all of the component parts into context and try to give your staff a mental picture of what is required.
3. Explain the critical points as you progress.
4. Keep checking that they understand.
5. Show staff how to do the first stage of the job, stressing key points as you progress.
6. Let staff practise the first stage and make sure that they can explain their actions.
7. Continue until each stage is mastered.
8. Let staff complete the whole process, giving feedback and encouragement where needed.

Conclusion
1. Summarise the whole procedure
2. Issue any notes, manuals, operating procedures
3. Point out the best method of doing the task and why
4. Review the required performance in terms of time, standards and safety requirements
5. Check if there are any questions.

If all of the above seems to be common sense then think about what can and does happen in training sessions or, for worse, in the use of untrained staff. How many of you have been told to ‘Go out and cut the first three greens’ when you have not been trained on the mower, do not know the height of cut, do not know what to do if players approach, have not been given health and safety brief etc? Watch out for further articles in future editions of Greenkeeper International.

ON COURSE WITH BIGGA EDUCATION

Golf Course Preparation Video
£14.95 to BIGGA members
£29.95 to non-members

Golf Course Reconstruction Video
£14.95 to BIGGA members
£29.95 to non-members

Ecology Book
£3.00 to BIGGA members
£7.00 to non-members

Ecology Video
£14.95 to BIGGA members
£29.95 to non-members

Raising the Standards of Mowing Management Video
£14.95 to BIGGA members
£29.95 to non-members

Setting the Standard in Spraying Application Video
£14.95 to BIGGA members
£29.95 to non-members

British & International Golf Greenkeepers Association, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Aire, York, YO61 1UE Tel: 01347 833800 Fax: 01347 833801 Email: education@bigga.co.uk
Intelligent disease control

Harmless to beneficial turf fungi

Still effective against disease

Amazingly, some species of fungus are hugely beneficial to your turf.

Mycorrhizal fungi develop a mutually beneficial relationship with turf roots for effective nutrient exchange, and increased resistance to drought, insect pests and disease.

As a result, turf associated with Mycorrhiza tends to be healthier.

You'll be pleased to hear then, that Rovral Green leaves these 'friendly' fungi completely unharmed.

You'll also be glad to know that Rovral Green is still as effective as ever at controlling the harmful species like Fusarium, Red Thread and Dollar Spot. No wonder it's still the UK's No 1.

Rovral Green - it thinks for itself.
HELP MEMBERSHIP BREAK THE 7,000 BARRIER, AND WIN A 'BREAK' OF YOUR OWN!

Help your Association grow by introducing at least two new members and you could find yourself winning a weekend break away, for two, to the historic city of York. You would be in the first class company of the Monkgate Bar, which holds an unrivalled position in this historic city, close by the city walls, only 300 metres away - all the many stalls with their evocative names.

REMEMBER - What do you have to do to win this fantastic weekend break? Just introduce at least two new members to the Association, make sure your name goes on their application form as the person who referred them and leave the rest to us!

If you would like to contact the Monkgate Bar for details of their facilities, please contact them at St Maurice's Road, York YO3 5JA or Tel: (01904) 638086 Fax: (01904) 529195 Email: colin.gardiner@monkgate.york.freeserve.co.uk

The weekend break is subject to availability and excludes Bank Holidays.

Good Luck!

TREVOR DOWNING OF J ROTHCHILD ASSURANCE EXAMINES PROGRESSIVE UNIT TRUSTS

PROGRESSIVE TRUST HITS TOP SPOT!

Launched ten years ago, the St James's Place UK & General Progressive Unit Trust has provided investors with consistent, above-average long-term performance and is ranked first out of 151 similar funds over the ten year period to 1 October 1999. An investment made at the launch of the fund would have shown an exceptional return of more than five times the initial sum invested.

The table (right) illustrates the return from investing £10,000 on 2 October 1989 (launch of the fund) compared with the average UK savings account. The sum of £10,000 has been inflated in the first column to reflect movement in the Retail Price Index (RPI) over the period.

Not only has the fund achieved outstanding performance over the ten year period, out-performing the relevant sector average by more than double, but it is also ranked in the top quartile of all similar funds over the one, three and five year periods to 1 October 1999.

The fund aims to maximise returns, comprising of both income and capital appreciation by investing principally, but not exclusively, in the United Kingdom. The manager of the fund, Tauber Hudson Stonehouse Partners Ltd (THSP) operate a thematic approach to investment. Put simply, this means that within the fund's portfolio, individual countries are often efficiently priced, significant valuation anomalies continue to exist between comparable companies quoted on different stock markets. With ever cheaper and better communications, these anomalies will increasingly come into focus.

Cable & Wireless is a stock which fits in with the manager's telecommunications theme which they apply on a global basis. Cable & Wireless is the biggest cable company in the UK and the second biggest telephone company (incorporating Mercury). With the onset of digital television and a variety of options available through fibre optic cables, the market is strong for cable companies and relevant stocks, such as Cable & Wireless, have done well and are expected to do better still.

Another current theme is media stocks, with companies in the portfolio including Hit Entertainment, which produces children's TV programmes such as 'Bob The Builder' and merchandise, BskyB which is at the forefront of digital technology and Eidos which is responsible for the highly successful ' Tomb Raider' computer games featuring ' Lara Croft'. The managers feel that entertainment, and particularly the Internet, is one of the few areas worldwide where consumers are spending more of their disposable income.

The UK & General Progressive Unit Trust is also available within the St James's Place Individual Savings Account and to those investors wishing to keep their ISAs or personal holdings to the St James's Place Unit Trust.

If you would like more information or advice relating to this or any other investment matter, please contact Trevor Downing on 01995 500427.

A fantastic figure of over 270 joined the Association in February. Tracey Maddison, BIGGA's Membership Services Officer, would like to welcome them on behalf of the Association and highlights how you YOuld be a winner!